Background {#Sec1}
==========

A number of alternative approaches have been proposed for genome-based prediction (GP) of genetic values, i.e. genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV), and many studies have focused on improving the prediction accuracy and short-term genetic gain using different approaches \[[@CR1]-[@CR4]\]. These approaches differ mainly with respect to the assumptions made on marker effects and the shrinkage method used. For instance, genomic best linear unbiased prediction (GBLUP) gives equal *a priori* weight to all markers. In GBLUP, the degree of shrinkage is marker-effect independent but frequency dependent: there is less shrinkage towards 0 for markers with intermediate frequencies \[[@CR5],[@CR6]\]. Under this mechanism, the genetic selection differential can be maximized largely due to those markers \[[@CR6]\]. In some Bayesian methods, e.g. Bayesian Lasso (BL), the assumption of common prior variance is relaxed, and markers with large effects are shrunk less strongly towards 0 \[[@CR5]\]. Under this assumption, the increase in the genetic selection differential is largely due to changes in allele frequencies at markers with large effects.

Maximizing the current genetic selection differential results in the maximization of short-term genetic gain. However, repeated use of this selection procedure does not necessarily maximise long-term genetic gain over a longer time horizon, which is the goal of most breeding schemes \[[@CR7]\]. Simulation studies that assume that quantitative trait loci (QTL) are known have applied optimal control theory \[[@CR8]\] to maximize the long-term genetic gain \[[@CR9]-[@CR11]\]. However, maximization of long-term genetic gain in genomic selection based on marker panels is not well understood \[[@CR7]\]. Strategies for the maximization of long-term genetic gain are different from those for the maximization of short-term genetic gain. Although a QTL with a small effect and/or with a low frequency of the favourable allele may not be important for short-term gain, it potentially contributes more to long-term genetic gain by maintaining genetic variance over time. Hence, over a longer time horizon, these alleles should be maintained in the population, for example by upweighting them in the selection criterion. Goddard \[[@CR12]\] proposed an optimal index that is expected to maximize the long-term genetic gain with a two-QTL model example. It was suggested that, in the genomic selection model, the optimum weight for each marker depends on its allele frequencies, such that a marker with a high (low)-frequency of the favourable allele obtains a low (high) weight in the index. Marker effects were not included in this index. Goddard's optimization was further implemented by Jannink \[[@CR13]\], however, marker effects as well as allele frequencies were included in the selection criterion, since it is uncertain how accurately the marker effects are estimated and whether the alleles are favourable or not. Also, when there are many genes (compared to Goddard's two-loci example), it makes sense to prioritize the loci according to their predicted effect in order to counteract random drift where it matters most. Jannink \[[@CR13]\] showed that, as expected from Goddard \[[@CR12]\], selection on this index initially resulted in lower accuracy of selection and genetic gain than selection on unweighted GP. However, markers close to QTL remained polymorphic much longer when selection was on the index, leading to greater genetic variance and a further improvement in genetic gain in later generations \[[@CR13]\].

The studies of Goddard \[[@CR12]\] and Jannink \[[@CR13]\] assumed that selection was performed for a sufficient amount of time to fix all favourable alleles. However, when making decisions for optimum selection, the end of the time horizon might be prior to a selection limit \[[@CR14]\]. If the time horizon is short, increased emphasis on rare favourable alleles is no longer essential to increase genetic gain, and therefore, short-term genetic gain should be maximized. To this end, we hypothesize that long-term genetic gain can be maximized by gradually decreasing weights on the rare favourable alleles as the population approaches the end of the time horizon. Also, Goddard's optimization \[[@CR12]\] and Jannink's implementation \[[@CR13]\] assume that marker effects are known without error and that markers are in complete linkage disequilibrium (LD) with QTL. However, Bijma \[[@CR6]\] argued that even if the true effects of alleles are known and selection is for the optimal combination of all true allele effects, drift should be accounted for because of Mendelian sampling, linkage and recombination. Thus, by chance certain favourable alleles will inevitably be absent in the selected individuals. For this reason, Bijma \[[@CR6]\] argued that the optimum weights on rare favourable alleles should be greater than the optimum weights of Goddard \[[@CR12]\]. By doing so, rare favourable alleles would be rapidly selected towards higher frequency, thus reducing the probability of losing them from the population.

In this study, we simulated a long-term breeding program with a time horizon of 15 or 40 generations, in order to test the following four hypotheses: (1) different GP approaches impact long-term genetic gain because of the different shrinkage methods used; to test this, ridge regression (RR) under a Bayesian framework was compared to BL for GP; (2) long-term genetic gain from RR and BL can be enhanced by weighting marker effects as a function of favourable allele frequencies (Jannink's weighting); (3) an alternative weighting method that accounts for the time horizon of selection (dynamic weighting) can further improve the long-term genetic gain, with small reductions of short-term genetic gain; and (4) a dynamic weighting method is able to increase long-term genetic gain within different time horizons. In parallel, genetic variance, accuracy of selection, inbreeding and loss of favourable alleles over generations were also studied, which helped to interpret the consequences of the different strategies.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Scenarios {#Sec3}
---------

Different time horizons, 15 generations (TH15) or 40 generations (TH40), were used to test the sensitivity of the assumption on time horizon. Varying numbers of QTL were used, ranging from 25 to 500 per chromosome. Thus, six scenarios were analyzed (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Selection criteria included unweighted GEBV, weighted GEBV using Jannink's weighting (JW) \[[@CR13]\], and weighted GEBV using dynamic weighting (DW).Table 1**Summary of scenarios with respect to number of QTL per chromosome with a time horizon of 15 generationsScenariosNumber of QTL per chromosomeTotal QTL effects (se)**100QTL_TH15255.04 (0.043)400QTL_TH1510010.04 (0.042)2000QTL_TH1550022.20 (0.033)The scenarios under time horizon of 40 (100QTL_TH40, 400QTL_TH40 and 2000QTL_TH40) have the same mean and standard errors of total QTL effects as the scenarios with the same number of QTL under time horizon of 15.

Selection criteria {#Sec4}
------------------

### Unweighted genomic prediction {#Sec5}

Two genetic models, RR and BL, were used for unweighted genomic prediction. The marker effects were estimated using the following linear model:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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for animal *i* (*j* = 1, 2 ..., *p* markers), where *y*~*i*~ is the phenotypic records, *μ* is the intercept, *x*~*ij*~ is the marker covariate (0, 1 or 2), and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\sigma}_{\beta}^2 $$\end{document}$ is the prior variance of marker effects. For BL, marker-specific variance is assigned to individual marker effects, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\beta}_j\sim DE\left({\beta}_j\Big|0,\frac{\lambda }{\sigma_e^2}\right), $$\end{document}$ where DE is the double exponential (Laplace) distribution \[[@CR15]\], *λ* is a regularization parameter, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Gianola \[[@CR5]\] has shown that RR does not lead to uniform shrinkage of marker effects. The weight assigned to marker *j* is:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *p*~*j*~ is the frequency of one of the alleles at locus *j*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \lambda =\frac{\upsigma_{\mathrm{e}}^2}{\upsigma_{\upbeta}^2} $$\end{document}$ , and n is the number of animals \[[@CR5]\]. This shows that the extent of shrinkage in RR is frequency and sample-size dependent. It is clear that, for a fixed sample size n, there is less shrinkage towards 0 for markers with intermediate allele frequencies, irrespective of the effect. In contrast, BL puts a higher weight on markers with a larger effect, which is reflected by the shrinkage factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For RR, a scaled inverse *χ*^2^ distribution with degrees of freedom (df) equal to 4 and scale equal to 1 was assigned to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \boldsymbol{\uplambda} $$\end{document}$ were set to be 1 × 10^−4^ and 0.6 respectively, following the guidelines in \[[@CR17]\]. Marker effects were estimated using RR and BL, as described in \[[@CR15],[@CR18]\] and as implemented in the R-package BLR \[[@CR19]\]. The Gibbs sampler was run for 1500 iterations and the first 500 iterations were discarded as burn-in for both RR and BL. Details on the model and algorithms are in \[[@CR10],[@CR15]\].

Weighted genomic prediction {#Sec6}
---------------------------

For weighted GP, the marker effects *β*~*j*~ were initially estimated by RR or BL as described above. Frequencies of the favourable allele were also calculated for all markers. The favourable (unfavourable) allele of each marker was determined by the positive (negative) sign of the estimated marker effect. More specifically, the marker covariates were coded as 0, 1 or 2, as for the estimation of marker effects. The code counts the number of copies of one of the alleles ("1" or "2") observed at a locus. If the number of allele "1" was counted and the sign of the estimated marker effect was positive, then "1" was taken as the favourable allele. Then, the weight used for each marker in JW was:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *w*~*Jj*~ is the weight for marker *j* based on \[[@CR13]\], and *p*~*j*~ is the favourable allele frequency for marker *j*. Thus, the weight given to each SNP depended on the favourable allele frequency which changes in each generation. The assumption behind this weighting scheme is that selection is performed for a sufficient amount of time to fix all favourable alleles. The expression reflects the total accumulated selection intensity required to move the allele to fixation. The objective is to fix high-frequency favourable alleles of markers almost at the same time as low-frequency favourable alleles.

For DW, in order to allow the weighting to vary according to time horizon, we used the probability density function of the beta distribution:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *w*~*Dj*~ is the weight for marker *j* based on dynamic weighting, *α* and *b* are shape parameters, and *B* is the beta function. With this function, two aspects are incorporated in DW. First, the initial weighting on markers with a low favourable allele frequency is higher than in JW. In other words, more weight is allocated to favourable alleles with a low frequency compared to JW, to ensure that the rare alleles are maintained. For instance, at G~0~, if *α* is set to 0.2, *b* to 1, and the favourable allele frequency *p* to 0.05, the weighting given to this marker would be 17.21 times higher than the maker with a *p* of 0.999. In contrast, with JW, the weighting on that marker would be only 6.17 times higher than the maker with a *p* of 0.999. Second, the weighting can be adjusted according to the remaining number of generations of selection. For DW, we introduced "current generation" and "total time horizon" into the above probability density function:
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                \begin{document}$$ {\alpha}^{\hbox{'}}+t*\frac{\left(1-{\alpha}^{\hbox{'}}\right)}{N} $$\end{document}$ approaches 1 (t tends to N), the weight assigned to each marker approaches 1, which indicates that selection is aimed at maximizing the short-term genetic gain. In other words, maintaining favourable alleles with a low frequency becomes less important as the end of the selection program is reached. Parameter *α*^\'^ was set to 0.05 or 0.2 for comparison and to evaluate the importance of putting a higher weight on the rare favourable alleles compared to JW. The weighting as a function of favourable allele frequencies and generations for TH40 is in Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. As a result, the estimated breeding value of each individual was calculated as:Figure 1**Weighting on markers given favourable marker allele frequencies in Jannink and dynamic weighting (** ***w*** ~***J***~ **and** ***w*** ~***D***~ **).** The time horizon is 15 generations, and t is the generation number. Dynamic weighting in the left plot is under *α* = 0.2 and that in the right plot is under *α* = 0.05. Note that weights were scaled by dividing the minimal possible value (given a favourable allele frequency (p) equal to 0.999), so the minimum value for all weights in generation t becomes 1. When the frequency of markers approaches 0.4, the weight is almost equivalent to 1, thus those markers are not included in the figure.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *w*~*J*(*D*)*j*~ is the weight for marker *j* based on Jannink's weighting or dynamic weighting. As in \[[@CR13]\], marker effects *β*~*j*~ were included in the expression of the selection criterion to reduce the importance of small-effect loci for which the favourable allele could not be determined with any certainty \[[@CR13]\].

Simulations {#Sec7}
-----------

### Genome structure {#Sec8}

A historical population with a size of 100 males and 100 females for 2000 discrete generations was simulated using QMSim \[[@CR17]\]. The simulated genome consisted of four 1 Morgan long chromosomes, on which 10 000 loci were equally distributed, resulting in 40 000 loci across the genome. Among all simulated loci, every second locus was used as the position of a potential marker, whereas the remaining loci were used as positions of potential QTL. At generation 0, all loci were simulated to be bi-allelic with allele frequencies equal to 0.5 and alleles coded as "1" and "2". Details regarding recombination and mutation rates are in \[[@CR18]\]. Generation 2000 was used as the base population (G~0~). At G~0~, the average (±SD) linkage disequilibrium (LD) between neighbouring loci was r^2^ = 0.27 (±0.32), and the allele frequency distribution followed a U- shaped distribution, with \~30.2% of the loci fixed. Subsequently, the markers and QTL were chosen among all segregating loci according to their minor allele frequencies (MAF). Markers with a MAF greater than 0.05 were picked as the real markers, and a specific number of QTL, depending on the scenario, with a MAF greater than 0.01 were uniformly picked among the potential QTL. As a consequence, 8257 markers that were approximately evenly distributed across the genome were used in the selection procedures.

Trait simulation {#Sec9}
----------------

The simulated traits were standardized to have a mean of 0 and a variance equal to the heritability, i.e. 0.1 for animals in G~1~. Generations 1 to 25 or 40 were simulated without mutations. The QTL effects were assumed to follow a gamma distribution Γ(1.48, 0.09), following the shape parameter for distribution of QTL effects in pigs \[[@CR20]\]. The effects of those QTL were standardized to achieve an initial genetic variance equal to the heritability (0.1 for all scenarios in this study), i.e.:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *h*^2^ is the heritability, subscripts *i* (*j*) denote QTL *i* (*j*), *p*~*i*~ (*p*~*j*~) is the frequency of the "1" allele of QTL *i* (*j*), and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {a}_j^{\hbox{'}} $$\end{document}$) is the substitution effect of QTL *i* (*j*) before being scaled. The additive QTL variance explained all genetic variance. True breeding values (TBV), environmental terms and phenotypic records at each generation were simulated as described in \[[@CR21]\].

From G~0~ to G~1~, the population size was increased from 200 to 500, i.e. 50 females that were selected based on the selection criterion in G~0~ produced 10 offspring. Selection was then continued for 15 or 40 generations. In each generation, the best 5 males and 50 females among 500 candidates were selected based on the selection criterion. Selected individuals were randomly mated and each pair produced 10 offspring with equal sex ratio. For all selection criteria, marker genotypes and phenotypes at G~t~ (generation t) and G~t-1~ were assumed to be known, and the prediction model for GP was updated every generation.

Data analysis {#Sec10}
-------------

For each of the scenarios, summary statistics were based on 100 replicated simulations. It should be noted that for unweighted GP and GP using JW, the simulation of TH15 was nested within TH40, since there were no additional parameters to control the time horizon. This means that the results for TH15 were reported from the data for TH40. In contrast, simulations for TH15 and TH40 were done separately for GP using DW. For each simulation, long-term genetic gains from selection were standardized by the maximal genotypic value possible for the genetic model (i.e. when all favourable QTL alleles are fixed) as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *R*~*s*~ is the long-term genetic gain after the standardization, *R*~0~ is the absolute average TBV in G~0~, *R*~*t*~ is the absolute long-term genetic gain in G~t~, which is calculated as the average TBV in G~t~ minus R~0~, and *R*~*m*~ is the maximal genotypic value that can be achieved under the current genetic model. Therefore, *R*~*s*~ represents the long-term genetic gain achieved as a proportion of the total genetic gain that can be achieved under the current genetic model, and is expressed on a 0 to 1 scale. Comparisons between criteria in terms of genetic gain were mainly based on *R*~*s*~. It should be noted that *R*~*m*~ differs among scenarios with different numbers of QTL (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), i.e. *R*~*m*~ increases as the number of QTL increases. The empirical accuracy of GEBV at each generation was calculated as the correlation between TBV and GEBV. Inbreeding coefficients in G~t~, F~t~, were estimated with the inbreeding function in the R-package GeneticsPed \[[@CR22]\], using the algorithm of Meuwissen and Luo \[[@CR23]\] and all pedigree information from G~0~ to G~40~. The rate of inbreeding (Δ*F*~*t*~) given the inbreeding coefficient in G~t~ and the inbreeding coefficient in the base population (*F*~0~, equivalent to 0) was calculated as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \Delta {F}_t=1-\sqrt[t]{\frac{1-{F}_t}{1-{F}_0}} $$\end{document}$, which was derived from the equation in \[[@CR24]\]. Moreover, the Mendelian selection differential (MSD) was calculated according to the method described in Pedersen *et al.* \[[@CR25]\]. Briefly, the Mendelian sampling term was calculated as the difference between an animal's TBV and the mean TBV of its parents. Then, the difference between the mean Mendelian sampling terms of selected animals and all candidates was calculated and scaled by the genetic standard deviation, resulting in MSD. The difference between selection schemes with respect to genetic gain, Δ*F*, and MSD were analyzed using Tukey\'s HSD (honest significant difference) test, in conjunction with ANOVA (p \< 0.05).

Results {#Sec11}
=======

Consequences of unweighted genomic prediction {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------------

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} presents the standardized long-term genetic gain *R*~*s*~ at G~15~ or G~40~ when no weighting is applied. In general, there was no significant difference between RR and BL in *R*~*s*~ at G~1~, except for the scenario with 100 QTL. But RR resulted in significantly lower *R*~*s*~ at G~15~ and G~40~ than BL. For instance, RR provided the following *R*~*s*~ at G~15~: 43.4, 23.4 and 11.0% of the maximal genetic value with 100, 400 and 2000 QTL. With BL, *R*~*s*~ increased significantly up to 46.1, 25.9 and 12.4% respectively. Similarly, at G~40~, BL led to 11.6, 19.2 and 22.7% higher *R*~*s*~ than RR. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows that the superiority of BL over RR in *R*~*s*~ occurred after 8 to 10 generations of selection in all scenarios. In addition to genetic gain, BL also had a \~16.7% lower inbreeding rate at G~0~ to G~15~ than RR, irrespective of the number of QTL affecting the trait (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2**Standardized long-term genetic gain after one, 15 and 40 generations of unweighted genomic selection, as percentage of the total achievable genotypic value (with fixation of all favourable alleles)** ***R*** ~***s***~ **, and rate of inbreeding ΔF in the first 10 generationsScenarioSelection criteria*R*** ~***s***~ **(%)ΔFG** ~**1**~**G** ~**15**~**G** ~**40**~**G** ~**0**~ **-G** ~**10**~nQTL = 100RR3.74^a^43.43^b^45.74^b^0.060^a^BL3.26^b^46.09^a^51.06^a^0.050^b^nQTL = 400RR1.83^c^23.35^d^26.04^d^0.063^a^BL1.77^c^25.94^c^31.03^c^0.052^b^nQTL = 2000RR0.81^d^11.00^f^12.59^f^0.063^a^BL0.82^d^12.35^e^15.45^e^0.052^b^The standard errors for all the means are \< 0.85%; different superscripts in the same column show significant differences (p \< 0.05).Figure 2**Absolute long-term genetic gain (** ***R*** ~***t***~ **) and standardized long-term genetic gain (** ***R*** ~***s***~ **) from G** ~**0**~ **to G** ~**40**~ **with truncation selection on GEBV estimated with unweighted GP.**

Increasing the number of QTL tended to increase the total absolute long-term genetic gain *R*~*t*~ (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), while it significantly decreased *R*~*s*~ for both TH15 and TH40. Moreover, increasing the number of QTL increased the relative difference between BL and RR in both *R*~*t*~ and *R*~*s*~. The number of QTL, however, did not influence the rate of inbreeding (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).

Consequences of weighted genomic prediction {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------------

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the ratio of *R*~*s*~ using weighted GP relative to that using unweighted GP with 100 QTL in each generation. Focusing first on TH15, *R*~*s*~ was higher using unweighted GP compared to using weighted GP, except near the end of the selection program. Also, compared to with unweighted GP, with weighted GP, *R*~*s*~ initially decreased to a great extent, especially when using BL to estimate marker effects. The decrease was more pronounced with DW than with JW. After four to five generations of selection, *R*~*s*~ from weighted GP tended to catch up with that from unweighted GP. *R*~*s*~ from unweighted GP was overtaken by DW from G~11~ when using RR and from G~14~ when using BL, and consequently DW showed a 1.3 to 5.5% higher total *R*~*s*~ than unweighted GP and DW within TH15 (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Using JW, however, resulted in 6.8% lower *R*~*s*~ than using unweighted GP when BL was used to estimate the marker effects.Figure 3**Ratio of standardized long-term genetic gain from weighted GP to unweighted GP.** Plots a and b present the ratio of long-term genetic gain with weighted GP to that with unweighted GP under TH15, and graphs c and d present the same information under TH40.Table 3**Standardized long-term genetic gain** ***R*** ~***s***~ **after one and 15 generations of weighted genomic selection with a time horizon of 15 generationsScenarioSelection criteria*R*** ~***s***~ **(%)G** ~**1**~**G** ~**15**~**Increased gain (%)** ^**\***^**ΔF(G** ~**0**~ **-G** ~**10**~ **)**n QTL = 100RR_w~J~3.39^a^44.43^ab^2.300.050^a^RR_w~D0.2~3.46^a^45.80^ab^5.460.053^a^RR_w~D0.05~3.54^a^45.81^ab^5.480.050^a^BL_w~J~3.34^a^42.96^b^−6.790.037^b^BL_w~D0.2~3.09^a^46.70^a^1.320.039^b^BL_w~D0.05~3.15^a^47.36^a^2.760.037^b^n QTL = 400RR_w~J~1.93^a^25.08^a^6.770.051^a^RR_w~D0.2~1.67^a^25.46^a^8.390.052^a^RR_w~D0.05~1.92^a^25.91^a^10.320.052^a^BL_w~J~1.63^a^23.32^b^−9.750.038^b^BL_w~D0.2~1.64^a^26.27^a^1.660.039^b^BL_w~D0.05~1.74^a^25.86^a^0.270.038^b^n QTL = 2000RR_w~J~0.81^a^11.41^cd^3.730.050^a^RR_w~D0.2~0.74^ab^11.83^bc^7.550.054^a^RR_w~D0.05~0.78^ab^12.10^ab^10.000.052^a^BL_w~J~0.73^ab^11.00^d^−10.860.037^b^BL_w~D0.2~0.68^ab^12.44^a^0.810.040^b^BL_w~D0.05~0.68^b^11.97^abc^−3.000.037^b^Different superscripts in the same column show significant differences (p \< 0.05); standard errors for all means are for the long-term genetic gain are \< 0.21% for G~1~, \< 0.79% for G~15~ and for \<0.01 ΔF; ^\*^the increase in *R* ~*s*~ from unweighted GP relative to weighting GP under the same prediction model.

When the time horizon was increased to 40 generations, a similar pattern was found, i.e. the initial decrease and later increase in *R*~*s*~ for weighted GP relative to unweighted GP. However, the increase in *R*~*s*~ was much more marked compared to that with TH15. As shown for RR in Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, for instance, all weighted GP caught up with unweighted GP for *R*~*s*~ at G~13~ and G~14~ with 100 QTL. Consequently, JW increased *R*~*s*~ by 14.2%, and DW further increased *R*~*s*~ by 16.9 (RR_w~D0.2~) to 22.1% (RR_w~D0.05~), but at a cost of lower initial gain. Similarly, BL_w~J~ led to an increase in *R*~*s*~ by 11.36% relative to BL, and it was further increased to 16.63% for RR_w~D0.2~ to 18.64% for RR_w~D0.05~.

Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} show that, with more than 100 QTL, the effect of weighting on *R*~*s*~ was slightly larger in relative terms. The effect of weighting on rate of inbreeding was not affected by the number of QTL.Table 4**Standardized long-term genetic gain** ***R*** ~***s***~ **after one and 40 generations of weighted genomic selection and rate of inbreeding with a time horizon of 40 generationsScenarioSelection criteria*Rs*** **(%)G** ~**1**~**G** ~**40**~**Increased gain(%)** ^**\***^**ΔF(G** ~**0**~ **-G** ~**10**~ **)**n QTL = 100RR_w~J~3.39^a^52.24^e^14.230.050^ab^RR_w~D0.2~3.38^a^53.47^de^16.900.047^bc^RR_w~D0.05~3.60^a^55.83^cd^22.060.046^d^BL_w~J~3.25^a^56.86^bc^11.360.037^e^BL_w~D0.2~3.28^a^59.55^ab^16.630.035^ef^BL_w~D0.05~3.31^a^60.58^a^18.640.033^f^n QTL = 400RR_w~J~1.93^a^32.37^d^24.310.052^ab^RR_w~D0.2~1.84^a^33.04^cd^26.880.048^bc^RR_w~D0.05~1.76^a^34.06^c^30.800.045^d^BL_w~J~1.62^a^35.52^b^14.470.038^e^BL_w~D0.2~1.65^a^37.01^ab^19.270.035^ef^BL_w~D0.05~1.70^a^37.51^a^20.880.034^f^n QTL = 2000RR_w~J~0.81^a^15.60^c^23.910.050^ab^RR_w~D0.2~0.80^ab^15.96^c^26.770.049^bc^RR_w~D0.05~0.77^ab^16.17^c^28.440.044^d^BL_w~J~0.73^ab^17.47^b^13.520.037^e^BL_w~D0.2~0.73^ab^18.47^a^19.750.036^ef^BL_w~D0.05~0.65^b^18.48^a^20.080.034^f^Different superscripts in the same column show significant differences (p \< 0.05); standard errors for all means are for the long-term genetic gain are \< 0.21% for G~1~, \< 0.79% for G~15~ and for \<0.01 ΔF; ^\*^the increase in *Rs* from unweighted GP relative to weighting GP under the same prediction model.

The weighting of rare alleles also affects the short-term rate of inbreeding (Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). For instance, with TH40, weighting with JW \[[@CR13]\] decreased the rate of inbreeding by \~ 15%, while using DW decreased the rate of inbreeding a little more. This effect of weighting on inbreeding was slightly larger for RR than for BL.

Correlation between short-term inbreeding and long-term gain {#Sec14}
------------------------------------------------------------

Given the effect of weighted and unweighted GP on short-term inbreeding and long-term genetic gain, we also examined the correlation between them. The inbreeding coefficient in G~10~ was used as the short-term level of inbreeding and *R*~*s*~ at G~40~ was used as the long-term genetic gain. Across 100 replicates for all eight selection criteria, correlations between the short-term inbreeding and *R*~*s*~ were negative and ranged from −0.65 to −0.44. More QTL led to a higher correlation.

Genetic variance, accuracy, and loss of alleles {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------------------

To understand why BL was superior to RR for long-term genetic gain, we examined the genetic variance, accuracy of selection and loss of favourable alleles. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that BL maintained more genetic variance as a consequence of an initial smaller loss of favourable alleles and a higher accuracy of selection, resulting from higher genetic variance. Furthermore, the genetic variance decayed more slowly as the number of QTL increased, but still approached 0 from G~25~ onwards for selection using RR or BL in all scenarios. This explains why the genetic response to selection from G~15~ to G~40~ was smaller than that from G~1~ to G~15~ (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, a larger number of QTL led to a more stable reduction in accuracy of predicted GEBV, but at the same time also led to a larger loss of favourable alleles for both criteria. Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} shows the MSD at G~0~ to G~15~ from RR and BL. In all scenarios, BL had a significantly \~7% higher MSD compared to RR.Figure 4**Change in the mean TBV, accuracy of GEBV and proportion of favourable QTL alleles lost per generation with truncation selection on GEBV estimated with unweighted RR or BL.** The plots in the first row present the results with 100 QTL and those in the second row with 2000 QTL.Table 5**Mendelian selection differential from truncation selection on GEBVScenarioSelectionMendelian sampling differentialCriteriaG** ~**0**~ **-G** ~**15**~n QTL = 100RR0.54^e^BL0.58^d^n QTL = 400RR0.63^c^BL0.66^b^n QTL = 2000RR0.65^bc^BL0.70^a^Different superscripts in the same column show significant differences (p \< 0.05); standard errors for all the means range from 0.006 to 0.009.

To further investigate how the prediction models affect the favourable alleles in a long-term selection scheme, we explored the fixation of QTL given their effect and initial favourable allele frequency (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These results show that more QTL with a large effect were fixed with BL than with RR, as expected. BL also performed slightly better in terms of fixation of QTL with a small effect or of QTL with low or intermediate initial frequencies of the favourable allele.Figure 5**Probability of a favourable QTL allele being fixed (to a frequency of 1) given its effect and frequency in the scenario** ***100QTL_TH15.*** The two plots show the probability of fixing favourable alleles at the QTL according to its effects or initial favourable allele frequency using unweighted RR or BL.

To understand how weighted GP resulted in greater long-term gain than unweighted GP, the genetic variance maintained at each generation was investigated. Weighted GP maintained genetic variance in later generations by sacrificing initial genetic gain, and therefore increased the selection limit (Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Relative to DW, JW maintained a higher genetic variance, but it approached 0 towards the end of the time horizon.Figure 6**Genetic variance in the scenario** ***100QTL_TH15.***

Discussion {#Sec16}
==========

Dynamic weighting {#Sec17}
-----------------

We have described a novel genomic selection method to maintain genetic variance and increase long-term genetic gain. This method is built upon Jannink's weighting method \[[@CR13]\], in which low-frequency favourable alleles obtain a high weight. The difference with Goddard's method \[[@CR12]\] is that both allele frequencies and marker effects are included in the selection criterion used by Jannink \[[@CR13]\], because when it is necessary to estimate many marker effects, these are uncertain and thus whether an allele is favourable or not is also uncertain. Jannink's weighting method was proven to be successful in boosting the long-term genetic gain compared to unweighted GP. Two aspects are further incorporated in the dynamic weighting method we developed herein. First, it initially puts more weight on low-frequency alleles compared to JW, in order to reduce the chance of losing rare favourable alleles due to genetic drift. Second, it takes the time horizon of the breeding program into account, such that weights on the markers with different allele frequencies become more equal towards the end. After slightly modifying the method by taking these two aspects into account, the long-term genetic gain within a fixed time horizon was higher than with JW. For instance, for TH40, the long-term genetic gain increased by up to 30.8% relative to unweighted GP, and also increased by up to 8% relative to JW, although at the expense of a lower short-term gain.

Ridge regression vs Bayesian Lasso {#Sec18}
----------------------------------

Another important finding of our study is that long-term genetic gain depends on the genomic prediction model used. Most studies indicate that prediction accuracies of GEBV obtained with genomic BLUP, which is equivalent to ridge regression, and Bayesian methods, are only slightly different \[[@CR3],[@CR26]-[@CR28]\]. These small differences are due to the assumptions made on the distribution of the QTL effects on the trait. In our study, we found that, with BL, accuracy and genetic gain were slightly lower or equal in the first few generations than with RR. However, over a longer time horizon, BL was markedly superior to RR due to genetic variance being maintained. One explanation is that with RR there is more shrinkage towards 0 for rare alleles (although they show a larger effect) \[[@CR5]\]. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows that more favourable alleles with low frequencies were lost with RR than with BL. Another explanation is associated with the difference in rate of inbreeding between RR and BL. The higher early rate of inbreeding with RR may be due to a higher probability of co-selecting relatives as parents. We also found that MSD was higher with BL than with RR within 15 generations, which means that BL better captured the within-family variance. This is in line with the study by Habier et al. \[[@CR29]\], who showed that the impact of genetic relationships on accuracy was greater for RR than for Bayes-B, while Bayes-B used more information on LD to reach a high accuracy. Moreover, our study shows that a larger number of favourable QTL-alleles were lost and that the genetic variance and accuracy of selection decreased faster with RR, which indicates that RR resulted in greater genetic drift than BL. A strong influence of early inbreeding and genetic drift is seen in the long-term genetic gain in the form of a negative correlation between the level of inbreeding at G~10~ and genetic gain at G~40~ that ranged from −0.65 to −0.46. This is in agreement with Robertson \[[@CR30]\], who stated that the use of information on relatives for the sake of immediate gain in early generations always results in a lower eventual limit of selection.

The impact of time horizons on long-term genetic gain {#Sec19}
-----------------------------------------------------

In the first implementation of Goddard's optimization theory \[[@CR12]\] by Jannink \[[@CR13]\], it was shown that, all other things being equal, unweighted GP resulted in more accurate GEBV than weighted GP using JW. This is because the unweighted GP aims at maximizing genetic gain in the next generation. After one or a few generations, response from weighted GP catches up to that from unweighted GP because of higher genetic variance due to the maintenance of rare favourable alleles. These findings were confirmed by our results (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The assumption in JW was that all favourable maker alleles will be fixed eventually. However, fixation of all favourable alleles is difficult or even impossible to achieve, in particular when a large number of QTL with small effects need to be detected. This is because genetic drift causes the loss of favourable alleles, especially those that have a small effect. Although the differential weighting was applied at every generation, we found that the genetic variance at generation 40 was close to 0. Based on the suggestion of Bijma \[[@CR6]\], we put higher weight on rare alleles at the starting point, since it prevented early drift within the first 10 generations and showed a lower rate of inbreeding and this further increased the selection limit (Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}; Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, when the time horizon was shorter, JW only led to a slightly higher standardized long-term gain when using RR and even lower gain when using BL compared to unweighted GP. It is common in animal breeding studies to observe the benefits over a fixed time horizon, and the optimal solutions for a long-term breeding program are those that maximize the cumulated total genetic value over the planning horizon \[[@CR31],[@CR32]\]. In DW, a shape parameter α' in the beta distribution was used to adjust the weighting according to the time horizon, with two values for comparison, i.e., 0.05 and 0.2. With a α' of 0.05, the rare favourable alleles were better maintained than with a α' of 0.2, which boosted the selection limit with TH40. However, with TH15 and with a α' of 0.05, DW tended to sacrifice too much short-term gain, which may not be desirable in a real breeding program. Therefore, the rare favourable alleles became less relevant when the time horizon was relatively short. This also means that DW was better able to take into account the importance of rare favourable alleles by adjusting α'than JW in a selective breeding program.

We made two observations when DW was applied for RR or BL. First, the recovery of long-term genetic gain from reduction of short-term gain relative to unweighted GP was faster with RR than with BL. Second, BL weighted by DW tended to sacrifice more short-term genetic gain compared to RR. These two observations imply that BL might already upweight the rare alleles, with the result that DW overemphasizes the importance of preserving rare favourable alleles. Another reason is that BL showed less genetic drift than RR. Therefore, maintaining favourable alleles using DW was less effective when BL was used to estimate marker effects.

Impact of genetic models on long-term genetic gain {#Sec20}
--------------------------------------------------

We also examined the impact of different genetic architectures. Heritability of the trait was low (0.1), because genomic selection is mainly advantageous in situations where the accuracy is low, e.g. for traits with low heritability \[[@CR33]\]. It is expected that for traits with a high heritability and a finite number of QTL, faster fixation of QTL might further disadvantage the use of unweighted GP compared to weighted GP. To evaluate this, we performed a simulation with the same settings, except that the heritability was increased to 0.35 and the time horizon was set to 40 generations \[See Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1\]. With a heritability of 0.35, GP methods and weighting methods showed similar patterns as with a heritability of 0.1, except that the loss of the short-term standardized genetic gain using weighted GP was less when heritability was equal to 0.35 compared to 0.1. This is because with a higher heritability, RR and BL are better at finding the correct favourable alleles, such that there is less weighting of rare unfavourable alleles and therefore less loss of short-term genetic gain.

The number of QTL was also varied in our simulations, since it might influence the accuracy of different prediction models. In contrast to prior expectations, the relative superiority of BL over RR was larger when the number of QTL was larger and long-term response was the criterion for comparison. The results showed that number of QTL mainly affected the loss of favourable alleles and the loss of genetic variance, which was greater with RR than with BL. This may be because with more QTL, the selection pressure on each QTL is smaller, and drift therefore becomes relatively more important. The number of QTL did not affect the rate of inbreeding since, here, rate of inbreeding was measured based on pedigree information only. Pedigree inbreeding is only an expectation of the proportion of the genome that is homozygous by identity-by-descent (IBD). Because of variation around this expectation and genetic hitch-hiking due to selection, pedigree inbreeding may not be a good indicator of the true inbreeding \[[@CR21]\]. Future studies should thus focus on the genomic inbreeding, which may reflect the true level of inbreeding.

It should be noted that in our study, the assumed genetic model was simplified to contain only additive effects, and genetic variance was expected to decline due to selection and genetic drift. However, Hallander *et al.* \[[@CR34]\] showed that the genetic variance could be sustained or even increase in the presence of non-additive genetic effects. However, in case of epistatic effects, for instance, as the number of loci in both simulation and analysis models increases, the number of possible interactions increases exponentially, and it is more difficult to quantify individual epistatic effects when there are hundreds or thousands of loci involved. Therefore, simulations that consider non-additive effects with a large number of QTL require further understanding of the influence of the quantity and distribution of these effects. Moreover, even when epistatic effects exist, this does not reduce the importance of maintaining genetic variance and rare favourable alleles by weighting methods.

Breeding plans {#Sec21}
--------------

It should be noted that the aim of this study was to investigate the main mechanisms that have consequences in long-term selection programs, rather than to provide any concrete guidelines to breeding companies. DW showed a lower accuracy and a lower short-term genetic gain than JW, which may be relevant for practical breeding programs. This applies especially in dairy cattle breeding, for which information on genetic progress of the competitors is easily collected from Interbull reports, which allows comparisons between countries and companies. Given these concerns, it appears that JW and DW methods are more relevant for pig or poultry breeding, since they usually involve closed populations. Also, since pigs and poultry have a shorter generation interval than dairy cattle, long-term selection programs are more relevant. Moreover, another common way of increasing selection limits is to switch the selection rule from truncation selection to optimum contribution selection (OCS). OCS works by optimizing the genetic contribution (i.e. number of matings) of each selection candidate, conditional on EBV and average co-ancestry. By doing so, the genetic gain is expected to be maximized and, at the same time, the rate of inbreeding is restricted. This method has been well studied in dairy cattle, pig and fish breeding and has proven to be promising in terms of long-term genetic gain \[[@CR35]-[@CR37]\]. Thus, it will be worthwhile to compare DW with OCS in future studies. Combining DW with OCS may result in a lower rate of inbreeding and higher genetic gain compared to each method used alone.

Conclusions {#Sec22}
===========

This study shows that without weighting methods, BL is superior to RR in maintaining genetic variance and controlling inbreeding, and therefore can result in higher long-term genetic gain, regardless of the number of QTL affecting the trait and length of the planning horizon. With a larger number of QTL, the relative superiority of BL was more pronounced in terms of both absolute and standardized long-term genetic gain, but the difference in rate of inbreeding remained unchanged. Compared to unweighted genomic prediction, both dynamic weighting and Jannink's weighting can enhance long-term genetic gain and decrease rate of inbreeding with a time horizon of 40 generations. The long-term genetic gain when using dynamic weighting was up to 30.8% greater than that of unweighted genomic prediction, and also up to 8% greater than Jannink's weighting, although at the expense of a lower short-term genetic gain. With a time horizon of 15 generations, the long-term genetic gain of dynamic weighting can be guaranteed to be at least as high as that of unweighted genomic prediction, whereas Jannink's weighting cannot. Therefore, dynamic weighting is a promising method that is expected to result in high long-term genetic gain within a fixed time frame.

Additional files {#Sec23}
================

Additional file 1: Figure S1.Ratio of standardized long-term genetic gain from weighted GP relative to unweighted GP with a heritability of 0.35. Description: The data provided represent the ratio of standardized long-term genetic gain from weighted GP relative to unweighted GP with a heritability of 0.35 and with a time horizon of 40 generations.
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